Complex Automated Negotiations have been studied very widely and becoming an emerging area in the field of Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems. In general, a negotiation could be complex because many factors need to be considered to specify such a negotiation. These factors may include a number of negotiation issues, dependency of issues, representation of utilities, negotiation protocols, negotiation forms (bilateral or multi-party), time constraints, etc. In complex situations, agents are not always selfish but rather cooperative in order to achieve realistic and win-win agreements. In a complex negotiation, there could be multiple issues that are interdependent. Thus, agent's utilities will become more complex than simple utility functions. Furthermore, negotiation forms and protocols could be different between bilateral situations and multi-party situations. To realize such a complex automated negotiation, we have to incorporate strong agent technologies including search, CSP, graphical utility models, Bays nets, auctions, utility graphs, prediction and learning methods.
